
 
 
 
 

FARM PROFILE EXAMPLE 
 

 

FAMILY NAME & ADDRESS: 

Name: Debbie & Walter 

Address: XY Town, Alberta 
Phone: (+1) 12345678 

Email: example@example.com 

Web site: http://www.farm-xy-in-alberta.com 

 

FAMILY & RANCH: 
We are looking forward to hosting a young individual who is interested in living the Western Lifestyle. What being an Albertan is really 

all about. We have a horse ranch just outside of Edmonton Alberta Canada and have been here for over 25 years. The person who visits 

our facility will experience a diverse equine environment. From the day to day routine to the fun of watching competitions. The activites 

involved in maintaining and caring for our Equine friends. From feed to health to training fitness. We enjoy nightly bonfires watching the 

Northern Lights and a sky full of stars. We attend the local Rodeo's and country trail rides that are found in our area. We believe that 

hard work must be balanced with fun and outside activities. Being close to Edmonton gives us a great opportunities to see the city, while 

enjoying our country lifestyle. We grow our own vegetables and we also have bees that make our own honey. 

Our daily routine extends from maintaining the riding arena to cleaning the barn to ensure the health of all who use them. Riding and 

training all ages of horses from weaklings to finish horses. The importance of taking care of our human and horses is utmost in our daily 

routine. Our daily lives are busy with the horses and making sure that we have fun and enjoy ourselves while doing it. You will learn how 

to ride Western style and to see what everyday life is on a ranch. 

We look forward to hosting our young individuals and learning from them about their life experiences. 

 

 ACTIVITIES: (may include): 

Farmstay Kanada pays the ranch on behalf of the candidates and the candidates do not receive any monies from the ranch. It is 

mandatory that the candidates bring Medical Insurance Coverage for their entire trip. Some of the expected duties that you may be 

asked to do, may include, but are not limited to: exercising & training horses, checking on land site horses, barn & stable cleaning, yard 

work i.e. fencing, mowing; pitching in with basic housework i.e. cleaning dishes or preparing food care that are a normal part of the 

families’ daily activities. All of these include working alongside the family as a unit. 

TRAVEL INFORMATION: 

The closest airport is Edmonton where we will pick you up. Your itinerary will be given to you as soon as your flight is booked. 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Please be sure to drop me a line whenever you can to let me know how you are doing. I wish you the best of luck and hope that you 

have a wonderful experience in your Farmstay program filled with many great memories. Please e-mail your farm host prior to arrival. It 

is a great idea to get acquainted with the family you’ll live with for a certain time. You will feel more comfortable and so will they and it 

makes for a better relationship. 

   Your Farmstay Placement Manager 
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